
the contraction crack polygons are resolved in fig. 3.
Only the larger snow patches associated with the
push moraines are still visible on the valley floor. Thus,
the most distinctive and easily recognized indicator
of permafrost terrain, patterned ground, will not be
visible in the Mariner 9 imagery unless it occurs on
Mars in larger dimensions. The polygons in the Bea-
con Valley measure up to 20 meters in diameter. To
be clearly visible in the Mariner 9 imagery, diameters
would have to be 100 to 500 meters.

Indications of the recessional moraines are still visi-
ble in fig. 3, as are the shadows cast by the high (about
50 meters) ice edge. From this observation one expects
to be able to distinguish a thick Martian ice cap from
a thin one and to detect geomorphic evidence of mas-
sive ice movements.

The rough boulder pavement covering the valley
floor is not resolved even in fig. 1. It is much less well
defined in fig. 3. Inasmuch as a boulder field such as
this would present severe hazards to an unmanned
lander such as that now being built for the Viking 75
mission, it is important to recognize that this type of
terrain might very well exist on Mars and that if it
does it will be unrecognizable in the Mariner 9
imagery. If the landing site is to be certified as "safe,"
some other means of assessing surface roughness on
this scale must be devised.

This work was supported by NASA interagency
order L-9715. Logistic support by the National Science
Foundation, Office of Polar Programs, is gratefully
acknowledged. The third author was supported finan-
cially through NSF grant GV-30058. We are indebted
to the U.S. Navy Task Force 43 for field support.
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Topographic mapping
field operations, 1971-1972

RUPERT B. SOUTHARD, JR.
Topographic Division
U.S. Geological Survey

The U.S. Geological Survey, Topographic Division,
assigned four topographic engineers to Antarctica for
the 1971-1972 austral field season. This marks the
15th consecutive year the Topographic Division has
sent engineers and technicians to the Antarctic in sup-
port of the U.S. Antarctic Research Program. An
electronic technician associated with Johns Hopkins

University's Applied Physics Laboratory made up the
fifth member of the team. He joined the team in early
December and assisted in the installation, operation,
and maintenance of the two U.S. Navy Doppler re-
ceivers (AN/SRN-9) used in a Doppler translocation
experiment.

Two major projects were assigned and completed.
The first project, orthophotomapping in the dry val-
leys, was located in the Transantarctic Mountains of
southern Victoria Land bounded by 160° and 164°E.
longitude and 77° 15' and 77°45'S. latitude. The team
worked out of McMurdo Station and used Navy heli-
copters to and from the project area. The primary
objective was to establish horizontal and vertical
control over this 6,000-square-kilometer area to sup-
port compilation of eight orthophotomaps at 1:50,000
scale. A network of primary stations was established
on prominent peaks using electrotape traverse meth-
ods. In addition, preselected photoimage points were
established by single range extensions. The primary
net was extended from stations 'on Hogback Hill,
Mount Theseus, and Marble Point that had been
established during a 1961-1962 USGS traverse. Ap-
proximately 1,000 kilometers of electronic traverse was
completed in which 89 controlled points were estab-
lished. A total of 133 hours of Navy helicopter sup-
port was provided during the 42 days required to
complete the work.

The second project was carried out to determine
the feasibility of using the Navy Navigational Satellite
System (NAVSAT) as a means of establishing map-
ping control for traverse navigations, ice movement
studies, and positioning return-beam vidicon (televi-
sion-type) imagery that will be obtained under the
Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS A and
B) program.

This experiment was designed to determine the
minimum number of satellite passes required to meet
the desired horizontal accuracy. The test program
consists of observing multiple satellite passes with two
AN/SRN-9 (XN-5) receivers at seven sites; positions
for six of these sites had been established previously
by USGS engineers using standard survey techniques
(see figure). Hut Point Reset, a preestablished site at
McMurdo Station, was common to all three ranges of
triangles observed. The remaining six sites were at
Pole, Byrd, Hallett, and Brockton Stations and at
White Island and Brown Peninsula.

A certification test to determine whether the receiv-
ers were operating properly was conducted in mid-
December by observing 14 satellite passes in the trans-
location mode and sending the data to the Applied
Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University, for
analysis and confirmation. Also, to provide a standard
for assessing the accuracy of NAVSAT the engineers
used conventional surveying instruments to establish
precise positions on the short-range triangle formed by
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Sites of Doppler satellite positioning tests.

Hut Point Reset, White Island, and Brown Peninsula.
Horizontal and vertical angles were observed at each
station with a Wild T-2 theodolite; six sets of horizon-
tal angles and two sets of simultaneous reciprocal ver-
tical angle measurements for each leg were made using
a cubic Electrotape (model DM-20). A sun observa-
tion for azimuth check also was made on the leg of the
triangle formed by Hut Point Reset and White Island.
Preliminary results based on translocation positions
produced from 28 satellite passes at each site in the
short-range triangle gave distances that differed from
the surveyed distances for each leg by 0. 17, 1.44, and
1.6 meters.

During the main testing program, the USGS engi-
neers, operating in two teams, set up receivers at each
site of the three triangles and tracked predetermined
satellites in a translocation mode (both sites tracking
the same satellite). Once translocation was initiated,
the receiver was monitored continuously until a mini-
mum of 75 passes had been successfully obtained.
Working in 8-hour shifts, the men were able to com-
plete each leg in approximately 3 days. Occasional
malfunctions were corrected easily by the Applied
Physics Laboratory technician, who either traveled
with the most inaccessible team or remained at Mc-
Murdo where he could be sent to the trouble site. At
the conclusion of each site observation, the data were
screened and mailed to the Applied Physics Laboratory
for analysis. First analyses of these data (1,500 satel-
lite passes) at USGS and the Applied Physics Labora-
tory were expected to be completed in July.

Other projects completed by the engineers during
the 1971-1972 austral season included establishing a
tide gage bench mark at McMurdo Station, making a
geodetic tie to the University of Texas Geodetic Satel-
lite Observatory, and establishing eight vertical bench
marks at specified locations in the Victoria Valley re-
gion at the request of Dr. L. McGinnis, Northern Illi-
nois University, for subsequent use by the Dry Valley
Drilling Project.

The USGS field party consisted of Messrs. Elias E.
McClelland (party chief), Charles E. Morrison,
George (Billy) Nottage, and Leroy L. Sanford. Mr.
Clinton L. Baumann was the electronics technician
from the Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins
University.

Again this year, there was no requirement to fly
aerial photography for the 1:250,000-scale recon-
naissance topographic mapping program. However,
special false color (infrared) photography was flown
over the dry valleys area in support of the 1:50,000-
scale program.

No tricamera photography for mapping was flown
during the austral season. However, tricamera cover-
age of reconnaissance quality was obtained in support
of magnetometer and radio echo sounding ice thick-
ness surveys. Special panchromatic photography
flights for science programs were made over the Cape
Hallett rookery and in the Amundsen and Bellings-
hausen Seas in support of penguin and seal popula-
tion studies.

Vertical panchromatic infrared and infrared color
photography was taken over the Meserve, Hart, Bart-
ley, and Goodspeed of southern Victoria
Land in connection with glaciological studies. Block
vertical panchromatic coverage at 1: 50,000 scale was
obtained of the eastern slope of the Royal Society
Range for the Soviet exchange scientist at McMurdo
Station. Although the film has not been received yet,
it will be on file at the USGS Antarctic Map and
Aerial Photography Library. Persons interested in ob-
taining information on the quality or cost of contact
prints should write to Chief, Branch of International
Activities, Topographic Division, U.S. Geological Sur-
vey, Washington, D. C. 20242.

On behalf of the USGS team, we wish to acknowl-
edge that these accomplishments would have been im-
possible without the dedication and continual support
provided by Task Force 43 in both fixed wing aircraft
and helicopters and in icebreakers. Although we are
grateful for the support of the entire Antarctic Devel-
opment Squadron Six, we give special recognition to
Commander James F. Brandau for his resourceful-
ness and skills, which contributed so much to the suc-
cess of the dry valley program.

This work was supported by the National Science
Foundation under interagency agreement AG-177.3.
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